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Class Observation Summary First Semester 2011 

Teacher: Marc Sommerville Date: 24 May 2011 

Grade Level: Grade 4 - 4 Observer: Owen Hoddinott 

Teacher delivery: You involved the whole class throughout the lesson. In the early stages there was a significantly nois) 
disruption from the Korean side but this did not affect your delivery. Your instructions were clear and eoncise. You made good 
eye contact with the students and everyone was actively involved. I really liked the way you roved around the students. assisting 
them with their questions. You were looking for and recording details on each student which will assist you with your 
assessments at a later date. Your questions were thoughtful and thought provoking. You could possibly include a silent reading 
component into the shared reading phase orthe shared novel. 

Student response: The students conversed freely and naturally in English. They paid full attention to you throughout and 
they way you broke up the lesson to move to the side room gave a new perspective to the lesson. The groups in thc side !'Oum 
were well trained in what was expeeted of them. They got onto their tasks quickly and efficiently. They asked scnsible questiol15 
and they replied to your questions in full answer replies. 

Student work: The students were attentive and interested throughout. They knew their responsibilities and they carried them 
out in a responsible manner. The given roles for each student in the group made them focus on their position. As these roks 
change over the next few weeks all students will get an opportunity to experience the different activities. Thc activities yOU h;ld 
set were age appropriate and interesting. All the groups were busy and they had plenty of work to do. 

Classroom environment: Your classroom is bright and interesting. The student's work is well set out around the room. It 
looks to be to a very good standard. The cJassroom seating arrangement provides a good opportunity for pair disl:ussion. This 
layout also enablcs you to see and hear all the students during a discussion type activity. The students appeared to be welilrained 
in the classroom routines and rules. You have intormation displayed for student aeeess on the main wall and on thc ",ihite board. 
Students are able to see what they will be doing during the day. You used the white board etTecti\ely when necessary to add to or 
illustrate an explanation. 

Goals for semester: To further develop and implement diHerentiated teaching strategies to ensure that all students arc 
progressing according to their levels of ability. To evaluate and provide feedback on student work in a timelier manner with 
specific and targeted comments that support student learning. reflection, and growth. 

General comments: You have a very nice class. You have achieved this from establishing set routines and the showing or 
a mutual respect of one another. student to student and student to teacher. I liked the 'light fun' lee! that )OU hayc developcd ill 
the class. The students appeared very relaxed and happy to try new things. They were also able to bring the story to life by 
reading it in the way that the character may have said it. Your quiet relaxcd manner sets a nic,~ tone in the room and this is 
reflected in the student's positive behavior. This is a good example of how llluch intluence a teacher call have through being H 

good role model. 
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